Scribe: M. Silva

Agenda:
Introduced Michael Ault as the Assessment Coordinator.

1. PHIL/PSYC 3528:

2. TLC “flipped classroom” training in Spring
   a. GECCo members were in favor of counting this session as faculty GE professional development.
   b. Some concerns were raised that the conversations held during the “Flipped Classroom” trainings won’t include the appropriate collaboration among faculty that we want for GE.
   c. Must be careful on what we say counts so this isn’t seen as an “easy” way out.
   d. ACTION: Paul will check to see if we can invite some LCFs to take initiative in portion of the training to connect with GE.

*Have TLC offer Large-lecture trainings. Maybe taught by Anne Duran and Kent Price.
*GECCo & TLC to put out a survey on what they think future topics should be. Need to get faculty more invested.